Sensory Sack™
Businesses
Autism affects 1 in 68 and is the fastest growing developmental disability in the U.S.
Individuals with autism want to actively participate in the community but often
have sensitivities to noisy environments. Not sensing danger, they are at a high risk
of wandering away from a parent or caregiver.

Now there is a solution. The Sensory Sack™ contains autism safety identification
tools as well as noise-cancelling ear muffs to create a safe and welcoming experience for individuals affected by autism and their families. If you see someone wearing the I’M A OK® logo, you will know they are an individual with autism and may
need extra encouragement, help and understanding.
$29
Sensory Sack™Includes:
 Clear Zippered Stadium Tote
 Noise-Cancelling Ear Muffs
 Lanyard w/ID Card
 Hospital-Style ID Bracelets
 I’M A OK Sticker Sheet
 Emergency Communication Card
 Stress Reliever Fidget
Options Available at Additional
Cost

+

$50

“Every Customer Counts” Business Option:
Autism Friendly Locations® Membership
Includes Business Toolkit and 1-Year Online
National Directory Subscription

+

$20

“Peace of Mind” Individual Option:
ICEdot Safety Identification Bracelet Includes
1-Year Online Database Subscription

Designed for individuals with autism, the ICEdot
Band offers peace of mind to you and your loved
ones. The ICEdot system is HIPPA compliant and
works with a unique PIN code that can identify you,
provide important medical information and notify
your contacts in an emergency—all via SMS text
message.
In an emergency, first responders locate this 8-digit
PIN code on the Band. When the code is SMS text
messaged to ICEdot, the member’s emergency profile is immediately available. First responders can
also access additional information such as medications, allergies and notify emergency contacts.

AFL Toolkit Includes:
Educational poster for your business
Guidebook for your front-line employees
Window clings for your front door and other entrances
Identification stickers for customers
National Online Directory Listing, 1-Year Membership

To order visit
www.aokautism.com or
call 1-918-502-4664.

